superconductive fractal attractor eventually reaches the light focusing
stage which creates galaxies.
The desire for sweet food is a deliberate attempt by the nervous
system to artificially create the outcome of ecstasy. Unfortunately, if
the long waves of carbohydrate we call sugars are poured into the
upper brain, while the taste is there for the short run, the glop puts
the fire out. Eyes stop twinkling and dullness reigns. It is like the dog
salivating for the picture of the food instead of the food itself.
Unconsciously we know that joy and love are sweet, but lacking the
real thing we clog up the bodies plumbing with stickly junk which can
permanently extinguish the flame of consciousness.
In information theory, long waves are context-rich shapes touching
bigger worlds. The long waves of sugar, out of context, are poison to a
mind needing to touch larger worlds. Only the long waves of true joy
writhing passionately up the body can reach out actively and touch
whole planets and galaxies.
The person experienced in true ecstasy declines sweets not out of
some abstract concept of bad food, but out of a genuine personal
experience that better-tasting sweetness will happen if real chi food is
eaten instead. Ecstatic sweetness makes ice cream’s sweetness taste
lousy by comparison.
The problem arises when the habit of seeking sweet artificially,
instead of building your own long waves (self/not-self), becomes so
engrained, and the body so mucous clogged, that no hope remains to
light the real fires. Imagine the sadness of your spiritual Guardian
Angel watching the joy potential in twinkling eyes turn into “The Sugar
Blues.”
Making the choice to change to a pattern of discipline is as much
surrounding yourself with the “right stuff” as it is resolving what not
to eat. When the hungers for joy start burning, don’t smother them
with sticky ersatz, feed them with real ecstatic sweetness.
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TWINKLING EYES LIFESTYLE: GLOWING HEALTH
HEALS THE EARTH AND TOUCHES HEAVEN
irst it is important to realize just how critical regular ecstatic
and joy-intense activity is to the maintenance of the immune system. If you give your four billion cell body the honor to accept
it’s wisdom, it will tell you of its need to periodically act in such a way
as to bring all your attention to the present. And, by doing so, periodically conduct a “bringing to a point” or critical digestive assembly of
separate memories into one sense of overall meaning.
Many human bodies will continue to gain weight, if nothing is done
to bring memories to focus, and thus to “consume perspective” and
harvest memory or spin for the oneness. This sense of digestion also
extends to the emotional digestion of memory. Think of this as bringing spin to the flame to see what fits oneness, thus enabling you to
sort out a filing cabinet which might otherwise become cluttered.
The purpose of human activity is to increase the amount of spin
which can be folded into the body. This relates to choice of water, oil,
and mineral to make electro-lites hold dense electrical foldedness.
Without great symmetry/ purity/charge in what we consume nutritionally and emotionally, information density or awareness cannot grow.
Think of your cell waters as a medium for charge, which at maximum
self-contained-ness is called love. Serve this recursion/nestedness of
spin in yourself, as it is connected to everything that is shareable. You
will find that the horizon of who you can feel with compassion, growing like a flower petal.

F

To put this into practice you must make a powerful life-changing
decision that you are going to put top priority on being really healthy.
Your face will start to glow and all your friends will fall in love with you.
You will stop sniveling and coughing and your thoughts will have the kind
of high frequency crackle staying power that penetrates the cosmos.
Survival is a wave (you) that is so charged and balanced in symmetry that it envelopes in coherence everything around it. Building electrical charge or fire is exactly what building body/mind is.
The vast majority of ill-health will immediately respond to this kind
of regime. Eat your heart out AMA, real health and drug stores are
practically mutually incompatible! Whatever the form of your health
issue, be grateful your body offered you the feedback, so you could
discover the wisdom to make healthy choices. And you will turn into a
golden glow!
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New Habits to Grow:
At first some of this may sound radical to you, and you will think I
cannot live like this. But I assure you, that you literally cannot live any
other way. Plus, I absolutely assure you if you just drop everything
except for being healthy for a few weeks, your soul will smile at your
rich and wonderful reward.
Charge needs a conductive matrix, therefore:
•Drink only real spring water in which you can consciously taste
the ring or clarity. I like Evian and Volvic. Drink no other water in any
form but REAL water. No coffee, only very gentle occasional herb tea.
Your body wants far less water, and less food than you think, it only
needs more when there is no essence to distill from what you do consume. This is what clogs you up into a mucous/fat ball. The electrical
tentacles of mind do not reach out from undigested food/emotion.
Digestion in the sense of “the raw and the cooked,” means encounter
and transformation into oneness (of the phase-lock that is you) by
flame! Your inner fire must consume perspective, many into one. If you
do not build inner charge/fire, you will not have identity, immune system, or memory!
•Eliminate all dairy, all red meat, all drugs and all stimulants (caffeine) and sugar in every form. Sour cream on your potato can mucous
clog and poison you for weeks! Aspirin turns pain into diffusion/death
instead of focus. For a cold, instead of medicines which weaken the
immune systems natural resonance, add vitamin C and quality, liquid
aloe vera, subtract dairy and oil, add warm baths and warm bed.
Notice that your cold began with depression combined with poor diet.
•Take 2 blue green algae capsules 1 to 3 times a day. Start when
you wake up, not before bed. In the morning, take 2 chelated calcium
tablets with mineral, take 1 B-complex with C, 2 alfalfa tablets. Drink
this with your spring water/frozen OJ mix.
•Instead of dairy/oil/sugar death by breakfast, I undercook fresh
coarse ground quinoa in Almond Milk with Almond Amazake. Always
add uncooked real whole oats which you have soaked in spring water
1/2 to 1 day, to your breakfast They add the most wonderful nutty life
tossed into the warm whole grain cereal after cooking. If your grains
are all cooked, the enzymes will be dead, and so will you. Some of
your raw grains should be soaked, some should be sprouted (slightly
immature sprouts are best). Always let your fruit juice digest for a
while BEFORE you take your whole grains in the morning.
•Take real avocado guacamole during the day. Try a garnish with a
little excellent salty miso, raw. Eat a cosmic whole fruit/nut salad
often. Never eat when you are not hungry, never snack randomly.
Spend your life finding ones to put love into the food you prepare for
each other.
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•Take nothing really hot or really cold. Never use a microwave for
heating. Occasionally mix in quality, frozen, pure fruit juice in that
water. Never drink anything sweetened, carbonated, or alcoholic. Teas,
even chamomile etc., can be too powerful; be sparing and subtle. Take
only one new food at a time, gently, and absolutely ask your body how
it liked that food during the next hours.
•Regard your body as wise, visualize the cells as a large committee
to be consulted with, quite gently, before doing anything that affects
your body. Treat your cellular committee as your favorite doll from your
childhood, upon which you shower love and attention. If you do something which damages your cells, relax, breathe, let pain turn into focus,
turn to fire, turn inside out, and become greater awareness. Eliminate
everything in your life which diffuses your attention. Start with all pain
killers, including aspirin and cold “remedies.” Everything you used to call
entertainment which does not directly serve your life purpose diffuses
your focus, and weakens your aura. Avoid friends and situations without
focus and direction. Seek charge in everything you do.
•With your inner voice explain gently to your cells why damage
was done to them, and then listen very quietly for suggestions in
return.
This is critical. Treat your body as a magic factory, capable of
galactic world creation and light bending, if you will only but get in loving gently cooperation with it. Try to give your body time to complete
its dreams in the morning. Very important: go to bed with an empty
stomach. Take very large, but gentle, deep breaths in through your
nose, out through your mouth, EVERY time you suspect your body
may want more oxygen. Cellular asphyxiation (starving for air) afflicts
almost all humans. Forgetting to breath is forgetting to feed the fire of
mind. Relaxing into oneness is as light as air.
O-xy-gene –– oxygenation is the essence of fire or waves of pressure/mind which stand in attention. O is circle, xy, is cross then branch
or braid: the gene. Program your DNA with coherence: Co-here-andsee. Be here together with the golden pieces of eight, parts of the
symmetry of toroid fields, become ONE.
•The geometry of pressure which breathes fire into mind starts with
the ratio “cascade” programmed by the ratio of the breathing in to the
breathing out. This is called round breathing. It programs cells. Breath
and mind and body are nothing except an orderly geometry of pressure.
•Do gentle, thorough stretching every day. Do complete water
therapy everyday. This means a warm bath in the best water you have
access to, best is a bath then a shower. A shower only is second best.
Your cells were born in water, they must touch in. Use gentle natural
Aloe type soaps and shampoos. Avoid all harsh chemicals.
•Use subtle MILD spices sparingly only, and check with your intuTWINKLING EYES LIFESTYLE
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ition about everything you put inside you.
•Undercook everything. Raw or slightly steamed is the way to collect the elan vitale, life force in food.
A gas stove produces slightly more coherent heat energy than electric, but only if you can totally blow away the burned out air from the
flame with good oxygenated air for your breathing. If the pine trees
around you are sick then so are your lungs.
Cook in glass or safe ceramic where possible, second best is stainless. Rigorously remove everything made from aluminum from at least
your kitchen.
Remember, heat is only a measure of random motion. Memory is
not random motion.
•Take no sugar. Avoid sweetness in general, except possibly that
contained in occasional raw fruit. Your ecstatic process will soon drip a
sweetness thousands of times better onto the back of your tongue.
•Regarding grains and oils. First eliminate all white and bleached
flour. If you want to reduce life-charge-choking mucous, you will eliminate all ground up flours. Eat your grains like you would your waves:
whole. White pasta with cheese & cooked dead bad oil, will kill anyone!
•Eliminate wheat, use oats, quinoa, buckwheat, brown rice, occasional millet, amaranth, etc. Undercooked nutty buckwheat, ready in 5
minutes with ginger, garlic, and soy sauce, puts invented fast foods to
absolute shame in the taste department alone. Do not overcook.
•Ginger and garlic are exceptions to the spice rule. Use them liberally. Try your next pizza with a fresh, lightly-ground whole oat crust, a
little fresh made tomato sauce, artichoke hearts, red peppers, veggies
and spices. No dairy; careful oils.
•If you must grind your grains for your morning, grind them
coarsely from whole and fresh, then refrigerate. It is particularly
important that grains eaten later in the day be whole. What is the difference between the tingle in your jaw when you bite into a fresh
apple, versus eating apple sauc?. With the lost tingle went the memory
you really wanted to consume. The memory circulates in the wholeness, and bleeds to death in the fractionation, the cutting up. Do not
eat fractionated air, water or food.
•Store virtually nothing ground up, store ONLY whole.
•Eliminate all prepared food that contains any oil that is not raw
and expeller pressed. This is essential. Your store bought muffins can
leave that dead oil refinery taste in your mouth, and slime up your
cells, for weeks! Any oil that is really alive really needs refrigerating.
Oils that are not perishable, are a total clog up for your cells. Virtually
every oil you see in your supermarket, except the really expensive
stuff, has essentially been gotten out of the life stream by using gasoline derivatives to dissolve it. The result is absolute total deathly shortTWINKLING EYES LIFESTYLE
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out for your inner-wiring. No enzyme life means no electrical life.
Fortunately your body wants only a little bit of oil. But it absolutely
needs that little bit. And that little bit better be a little raw and expeller
pressed correct vegetable oil uncooked. When you absolutely must use
a little oil in food preparation that is not raw, use expeller-pressed pure
sunflower, safflower, sesame oil etc. Corn and corn oil is a bit oversweet. Most corns available today, except possibly the true old blue
corns that you must sing to in order for them to grow, are a bit oversweet, and very poor protein complexion.
•Move out of the city, for a thousand reasons, if you wish to survive. You will not see any healthy faces in your cities. They are dying.
THE life is close to the land. EL-land-gauge is the turns, the ELs, of the
land. This is the only memory earth can save. The air is not pure
enough in cities to support the blue flame. The magnetic flux lines, life
blood of Earth mind, cannot penetrate cities, so they will die along
with you and your memories if you stay there.
•Your blue flame is your blue fire of communion with ONENESS. In
order for your cells to phone home to get instructions, you must lie still
on the energy line of earth, until you feel tingling charge. Then you must
act on the instructions you get from your cells as they tingle and ring.
•If you cannot consume, exquisite air, and water, and absolute
quiet, and the fresh magnetism of Earth, you may as well be dead
already. Turn off everything electric except for survival-related.. Quiet
is always better than radio or noise except occasional charge-building
wholey music. The reason most insanity is around you is because people think they must have noise to hide their inner voice. They must
learn that only that is sane.
•Electric blankets are fatal. Turn electric heat elements in water
beds OFF when you are in them! Remember 60-cycle electric death
fields are in proportion to the current flow. Any energy grid you are in,
which is not the Earth’s grid-bloodstream to the stars is, by that
description, a dying one.
•You must know where you can go among the paramagnetic
stones and flowing water to recharge your batteries. (As in dolmen,
and druidic geomantic field-tuning. The magnetic geometry of mineral
tunes the field which choreographs the plant cells and the Earth grids
growth. In a word: geomancy.)
•Dream about living water, and air that sparkles from pine trees,
and stones that breathe charge. THEN GO FIND THEM!
•Look for high ground, good water, availability of charged fresh
food. Walk barefoot on Earth whenever you can. The dew is the precipitate crystallization of star memories in the vaporous gravity bubble
of the morning.
•Be far from the madding crowd. Find your extended spiritual family
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and community. Earth’s waters are rising to purify with wet making the
hard and separate making, apart-meants of the Adamic race.
•You must have ecstatic process to survive. Sufi dance, Tai Chi,
Eurhythmy, tribal rituals that include movement, but with discipline,
are examples. Always use the inertia of this outer ritual of movement
into pattern, to then build strength to relax into inner.
•You can tell when you are gaining or losing charge. If you cannot,
then you will die soon. Death is a minor discontinuity in the harvest of
memory. Do not store any unshareable memories, because these are the
only cause for death, in people or cells. This way there will be no discontinuity in memory. Never store pain for later. Instead focus on its center,
until it burns through, turning recursively inside out into the fractal selfknowing feedback loop among waves we call attention /awareness. There
is always plenty of time/attention/awareness. These are nothing more
than the feeding of spin by the relaxing into symmetry/sharing.
•If you are thinking about another, that there is a lesson they need
to learn, relax and know the universe will prepare the schoolroom, you
needn’t trouble. Heal yourself, and radiate that.
•Go back to every stored pain/undigested memory, and unpack it
until it relaxes in the gentle warmth of attention. Otherwise your memory/mind will be schizophrenic or “spaced out.” Any memory that is
only yours, and not ours, is in the process of dying.
•Remember symmetry and matter making among waves, is only
an experiment in sharing, as is the ecstatic dance. Success in this is the
galactic core’s harvest of memory and real long wave sweetness, which
is eternal life.
•Emote orderly compassion and a seamless flashlight of learning
into all situations. This will program your glands and your DNA with
purpose and life stream. Permit your intuition to tell you where the
thread to magic is in every choice/point/situation. Expect your answer
in the now to be relaxed and even instant. Never ask your inner voice
about then, only about now.
•Treat your long term life urges, especially spontaneous love, to be
wise, and follow them happily. Don’t worry about simple logic, if your
intuition says to be spend time/awareness with someone/someplace.
Just do it. Expect miracles and treat the miracles with simple happiness
and with no surprise.
Practice the energy-conserving “adiabatic” tantric love. Be touch
permissive with those of charge. Do not dwell among those of no
charge. Eyes twinkle when spin/charge stores sharp memory on the
mem-brane. Look for it.
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THE HEALING POTENTIAL OF THE HARMONIC
MODULE: EMOTION-INFORMED HEALING

T

he Christian religion has known for centuries that the great
envelope massage called cathedral and “Mass,” were a great
context nest to weave long waves of Communion together.
Religion, in general, has been a high-data-leverage healer for centuries;
no license required from the AMA. Today, the psychophysiology of
emotion shows us the essential need for the context of the long wave.
It is biology’s designed mechanism for nesting to body, community,
planet, and galaxy. The longest wave is low frequency, Phi (Golden
Mean) related, abbreviated LO-Phi –– LO-VE.
Only in the information meme, or memory packet envelope called
higher emotion, is the information of great galactic and planetary feeling physically massaged into biology and our glands. The coherent
experience of emotion is our only hope for weaving ourselves into the
oneness which can envelope our planet and give us a mind to heal our
collective body.
If physics were to inform the ancient quest for “the highest level of
healing,” emotion would clearly win over chemistry. The reason is that
the longest wave envelope has leverage over more of the body’s
metabolism. Using conscious control of emotion vs aspirin, is like having a handle on a whole airplane of suitcases, instead of one set of
packages. The long wave (ELF, extra low frequency –– LO-PHi… love)
coherence which unfolds and envelopes in the higher emotions, nests
time and orders biology better than any pill.
Chemistry is a good wave guide to order things, just like machine
code-binary, and assembler language programming are necessary for
micro-level detail computer intervention. But when you need a processing language which will juggle vast databases like whole bodies, communities, and planets, you use higher level language. Emotion is a higher level computer language (like DBase or Lotus), where each instruction –– joy, awe –– embraces whole nests of detail code actions; such
as stimulating the psychoactive hormones in the brain and the sonic
phase alignment of the glands for optimization of metabolism.
Emotional control is to chemistry what the musical phrase or theme is
to the individual note. If you had to make a conscious decision about all
the chemical synchrony that produces ecstasy, you would never experience it. That is why you leave the machine code in your computer all in
the hands of the high (symbolic) level language. You steer the long
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waves, and the short waves will find their nest.
The harmonic module concept, as a multi-sensory feedback/focusing/enveloping technology, represents our highest attempt to heal unto
wholeness, at this highest leverage level: ecstatic emotion. We take the
best elements of our resonance feedback technology, coupled with our
most wholely geometric and essential models of the galaxy/earth/gene
dodeca nest, to entirely embrace and envelope ourselves into a groupmind welding experience of oneness.
The TECHNO-LOGOS of the Module
Spiritual leadership has known throughout history that great group
inspiration requires great attraction to one focus for all the senses.
Our evolving design for the harmonic module must be a triumph of
technology’s adaptation to inform, embrace, heal, and weave into one.
Our philosophy has learned that the calculus of forms which underlies
alphabet, emotion, planet grid, and zodiac, are one. They each evolve
to a transformational point in the form of the dodeca-icosa platonic
solid. We shall utilize the visual, sonic and magnetic form of this nest in
which all is made one, exactly in the sense of the Merkabbah, in the
technology of our module design.
Ideally the meeting place for our healing event/module is spherical
or structured along geodesic lines, or at least the natural lines of an
embracing geodesic are symbolically laid upon the outer forms of the
meeting space, whether planetarium, cathedral, or stadium. The
arrangement of the audio speakers and laser beams and the people
themselves especially near the central model/focus should be decagonally geometric. The ritual of centering for the opening should be a taichi of movement which further envelopes the harmony of the lines of
form in the those present (bodies of form), toward ONE presence of
mind.
The visually tempting central model is a set of visual screens
arranged as a dodecahedron. Projected on these screens from simultaneous multiple views are three concentric transparent spheres, nested
and turning on three axes. The spheres are to be detailed renderings of
the zodiacal dodeca galaxy (Isis Unveiled ), the planetary grid dodeca,
and the genetic dodeca respectively. The respective alignment of the
three grids are rotationally switched and phased, so that moments of
alignment occur with visual drama. The lighting focal diameter moves
the collective vision and attention from the inner genetic dodeca sphere
(on a DNA helix axis) out to the planetary grid dodeca sphere, and then
visually out to the galactic context (12 cone) dodeca sphere. It will
become visually and emotionally apparent that phase alignment of the
membranes produces the possibility of a (laser) lightning linking all of
them into ONE information bubble. The sequence of points lit by alignTWINKLING EYES LIFESTYLE
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ment will teach how the planet body is woven to completeness by its
dance in galactic geomancy; even as the genetic body is lit and switched
by its moire-lit grid position within the planet body.
The origin of language from the simple geometric perspectives of
the strip off the donut, is easy to convey as the 3D image ratchets
around the 3D screens.
Ultimately the gene/planet/galaxy spheres will come to light, specifically timed by the lissajous of lasers, whose mirror angle is feedback
from the coherence of heart-sound transducers placed on chosen meditators in the group. Essentially, a laser pattern only stands still when
there is a coherent phase relationship between the signal steering the x
versus y axis. If one oscillator is a harmonic of the planet’s Schuman
heartbeat, and the other axis oscillator is the locked heartbeats (also
made audible) of those present, then the pattern of the lasers on the
spheres will STAND. Our collective envelope will become a “widening
gyre whose center CAN hold”. And as our center dodeca spinning a
gene helix shows, lightning can’t spin a Grail-cup helix (DNA) unless it
finds a center of gravity: the heart of the matter.
The activity of the group mind process/dynamic will consist of a
carefully timed sequence of experiments designed to emotionally light
the group’s attention and compassion on wider and wider horizons.
The feeling for proteins making a slinky called DNA will be spun and
timed with DNA music and the story of lightning in the primal soup.
The feeling for a planet being born of a gravitational flow-form feeling
body, will be played with her points being lit to sounds and stories
from the tectonic and biological birth of Gaia as a body now known to
be quite capable of intention. Ultimately in ecstatic communion, the
group will see-hear-feel the seeding Cryst-all role biology is to play in
her Galactic dodeca egg context. The compression of galactic sounds to
the audible spectrum will accompany the group sonic, emotional, and
laser lit, embrace of our much larger body of ONENESS.
Technologically, the discrete components of the module experience
are quite graspable and logistic. Their assembly seems to lie well within
the capabilities of those talented scientists who have expressed interest.
With the right support, the prototype construction might be complete
soon enough to prove the principle of teaching coherence, and to
attract support for the more ambitious stadium version.
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FLOFORMS OF LIVING WATER

T

he principle of the floform is the same translation of vorticity
optimized in the Golden Mean, which permits fractal DNA dodeca
to nest. The 60-degree light cones which links infinite concentric
golden ratio dodecahedra are connected by a Golden Mean spiral which,
when revolved 90 degrees to one side, produce these images –– the serpent, caduceus, and grail cup fractal. This process into shape folds in
water the long wave or line into the short wave or tight circle of molecular spin. Having thus stored the inertia of each floform beating heart
golden ratio dish, the macro waves in the water are melded like kneaded
bread into the spin energy of the very molecules of the water.
Thus this archetype of wave guide flow-shape changes the molecular coherence, the surface tension, the ability to germinate seeds and
float logs, and segregate by mass solid pollutants in the water. It is as
powerful in commercial sewage treatment as it is irresistibly negativeion-joyful as the centerpiece of healing temple. It is the perfect
metaphor for healing the waters of our planet by conditioning to
coherence the memory of shape. This shape informs us as we absorb it:
the path from circle or mass to line or energy which our glands braid
into the coherent sonics and electricities of ecstatic emotion.
A floform group in Norway measured the actual frequencies of
oscillating water compared in adjacent dishes of the
seven-fold floform. They measured this form because it
seemed to be the most physically active in increasing
seed germination, specific gravity, and I believe, effecting surface tension. I believe the effects could also be
measured via Marcel Vogels’ technique of correlating
molecular coherence in water to infrared absorption at
critical frequencies related the H2O bond geometry.
I calculated the ratios among the frequencies of
actual oscillation measured by the Norway group, and
came to a number within 1-2% of 1.618 the Golden
Mean. (This was not surprising in that the dish sizes
were golden-mean-related.) I believe the Wilkes’ intention was not originally explicitly to select this ratio in their design, but
rather actually simply discovered by trial and error the ratio of the
wave fronts when they were folded into each other, which best produced increased life (recursion) in the water’s spin.
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I strongly believe all this confirms that:
1.) Water’s ability to self-sort out impurity is simply a question of
the molecular symmetry’s ability to support spin density.
2.) Molecular spin density requires symmetry which supports
macro and micro wave front spin coherence. The optimization of the
geometrical support for maximum spin is recursion perfected. The
wave length geometry of this form in three dimensions is necessarily
the Golden Mean, specifically embodied in the nested spiral dodeca
form.
3. Water molecules spit out what does not fit this nest; pollutants
are sorted in sequence by mass if the spin vortex is focused under
pressure in exactly this 3D array. Global pollution is simply a problem
of knowing how to sort. Water learns to sort by the same principles of
spin focus, which permits white light to sort into wave length rainbow,
only when focus destructively interferes out any spin that is not shareable.
4. In order to implement this form under pressure, we have
designed the 3D, co-ordinated mapped form of this idealized spin
recursion. Four different angle-engineered viewpoints of this spin vortex path for water jets are pictured here. The result would be a cone
with spirals traced in this 3D form, which would focus water accurately to a vortex where spin coherence would be braid enhanced by wave
front path fractality.
5. We should easily be able to measure molecular spin coherence
gains in water so treated. (With all the attendant benefits in:
a.) seed germination
b.) sorting solids out more rapidly and in sequence
c.) increased ability to dissolve materials normally of more difficult
water solubility. Solubility varies with access to surface area,
which varies with spin density which varies with molecular spin
coherence.
d.) increased presence of life in general, which is a name for
increased recursion.
6. The vortex form pictured for water spiral paths would be optimized if a strong magnetic field were induced around the vortex in the
same spiralic form. The direction of the DC induced field would use conventional north pole flux converging lines in the direction of the converging vortex. This should very dramatically optimize spin density gains.
As water emerges in this form under pressure, it’s hydrodynamic
laminar spin coherence increased dramatically. Ozone impregnated/UV
treated, and magnetically molecularly cohered, the treated water combines the best of four separate, powerful water-enhancing principles.
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The scalar spin cascade optimizes
translation of vorticity, increasing
spin density and coherence at laminar and molecular levels. Water will
show dramatic and measurable
increased seed germination rate,
increased sedimentation segregation
out of solids by mass for pollution
treatment, and increased buoyancy
(specific gravity). This is a much
more powerful water treatment, taking the best of the principles of
the proven flow form and empowering them by permitting the idealized water interference transform to be put under the necessary
hydrodynamic pressure. This water will be biologically more healing for
bathing, etc. Not only will this have planetary significance for water
vivification (life means el turn into the eye of phi/recursion which is
what this does, literally), but it will pave the way for this idealized
transformation magnetically –– the efficient translation of gravity to
electromagnetism, weaning the planet off fossil fuel and on to metabolizing starlight directly.
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IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF FEELING:
BACK IN THE OZONE AGAIN
s I finished reading the entire text of the peacenet computer
conference on the environment I realized that “On the Surface”
it looks like the poor countries can blackmail the rich to technoaid their growth lest they poison their environment as bad as we (the
rich) already have.
And then there’s the latest on the OZONE economy, the macro-economics of who does what to save the ozone. The comparison to
Wilhelm Reich’s ORGONE economy is the objective of this article.
James DiMeo’s Orgone Institute is building rainmaking, cloudbusting
gear for continent-wide weather control. It could be life threatening if
we don’t have a good planetary kind of perspective on what the real
function of biology (for Earth right now that means mostly the production of human biological mass) is for the long term survival of planetary metabolism.
Ozone is the study of the O or circle of added spin given to O-X/Ygene (oxygen) when impregnated with lightning. I can’t forget my
mother’s anxious face when she got home too soon during our childhood ozone-producing, Tesla coil spark experiments. The atmosphere
in the home was explosive in more ways than one.
To be “Back in the O-Zone Again” is to be back where the circle or
wet making or mass making or symmetry making or memory making
power of spin survives. Circle making power for waves is only possible
when symmetry is known. Hence, only that which makes a mass (ritually) of light makes membrane store memory. (The Earth grid and the
cell membrane both use symmetry to store fold, touch onto surface —
”stand and wave darling.”) That’s why symmetry is the only alphabet
which we could use to store memory.
(It’s also why the current ratio of long wave to short is the definition of E-motion, as in Sentics; only that packs feeling for storage.)
So, as God said, it was more than my desire that lightning should
perform the same good turn of ritual on O-xy-gene as it does on primal soup to make living proteins. Add spin to anything (dynamic balance entirely), and you initiate an experiment in sharing on a longer
wave. Either the oxygen in the first case, or the primal proteins auditioning for biology in the second case, find new center and new symmetry, adding another axis of spin, (the definition of entering a new
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dimension) or the stuff flies apart. Catching lightning is tricky business
as any double Scorpio, kundalini aficionado will tell you.
So spin-making power is right up there with grid-making power in
the clue to what biology should teach planets in order to be part of
what lives. Li-ph… Lo-ph… El-eye-ph(i), El-O-ph(i) is a calculus of
forms based only on what is inside versus what is outside membrane
brackets ( ( () ) ).
If biology teaches light to do its thing right, then rocks (planets)
turn green. Mineral gets metabolized and becomes recursive in the
form called biology/consciousness, truly a merry go-round. You see this
is the stuff which Earth could export to gaia’s lactic (galactic) spaces.
The memory of how to metabolize starlight (temporarily masquerading
as mineral) directly into biology is truly epic filmmaking. However if
we don’t perfect that trick here on terra, then we would be bad seed
for her gaia’s lactic core. (This film is X rated).
So as our (p)lot thickens: The move Total Recall was about mineral
mining for memory to get an atmosphere on Mars. Zacharia Sitchens
Genesis Revisited is about the Annuki starseeds starting Earth’s
genepool while mining to restore atmosphere to their home planet.
They needed gold (perfect electron symmetry), to seed atmosphere.
Sitchen, and Woods in GenIsis, and Hoagland in his “Face On Mars”
Cydonia work all agree that the loss of the atmosphere on Mars was
an error in grid engineering. (According to many, Mars was a staging
area for mining on Earth.) The reason the face on Mars and it’s pyramids are a perfect reflection of the Sphinx pyramid Giza complex here,
is because they were built by the same culture, experimenting with the
same issue –– making symmetry in the grid to keep atmosphere and
breathe easier.
Now here come the little parochial Earth scientists scratching their
Ozone hole wondering if this is the first/last time our genepool will
come up against the question: “What keeps an atmosphere nestled
about a planet?”
What makes a stone green: At-moss-sphere! Seems like knowing
what makes sphere circle out of line-light is a clue to atmossphere.
Actually, Sitchen, and many others say that what happened was
that the grid engineers on Mars miscalculated the impending effect of
an incoming asteroid in knocking the atmosphere off Mars. Barbara
Clow says Chiron and Marduk periodically whammy the Earth, spinning
up the doorway between ages. Few would deny that a good upcoming
grid wiggle is going to affect wet making power on Earth. (If you
haven’t gotten a dream of moving away from most coasts yet, I think
your intuition ain’t working.) The “I Am America” Earth changes map,
on the Earth Changes seminar video from Global Family is very specific
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about the meteor hit in the southwest helping to tilt the new coastline
in to near Phoenix (rising).
You get the flavor –– rising wet making power.
So what makes wet-making power (The transliteration of the word
Ieve, as in Adam and…), and what ought we to do/know about it?
The Orgone technique for cloud busting, metal columnar pipes
stuck in a river pointed at cumulo-nimbus, while effective, pales in
overall flavor to inviting even the most mildly psychokinetic pubescent
young folk (the twinkling eye sort) to focus a burn hole into a distant
cloud with their minds. It is of course important that the exercise is
presaged by a discussion of what it means to “ask permission.” In this
context, the percentage of those who can do this mental cloud busting
is exquisitely high.
“Precipitation” is defined as molecules which gather to order. The
order to gather is the seed. Water vapor becomes water drop when a
fractal path is provided to call them to order. Certainly this could be
visualized as a cascade from short separate molecular bond waves, to
longer molecular chain/waves called “a drop.” Focus in human nervous
tissue makes coherent long waves. This is touch making power, literally
the nesting of a grid.
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